Internet Cookie Specification

To make our Site more comfortable for visitors, we use Internet cookies. Internet cookies are
micro-scripts that allow us to compare new and existing visitors, make it easier to use the
Site, and make the user experience even more enjoyable and effective in the future.
We do not process or store personal or personally identifiable information of users.
Fistnet Ltd., as Processing Manager, monitors the statistical visits of the “dotmetrics.net” web
portal (hereinafter: Page). The information collected through cookies on the Site is of a
statistical and functional nature and is limited to measuring: visitor frequencies, device
fingerprints.
When using the Site for the first time, we notify the user of the use of the Internet cookies
and seek his/her consent for their use and storage. Functionality cookies inform us of
possible system errors, problems - in short, they allow the site to function properly.
By disabling cookies, users are still able to use the Site, but they will not be able to use all
the services and functionality that they may provide. The same goes for measurement
cookies and attendance.

1. DeviceKey internet cookie
This internet cookie collects information about your device. The purpose for which we use it
is to provide a high quality view of the survey or some content on your device.
2. Session Temp internet cookie
Using this internet cookie we obtain information about a general site visit to the DotMetrics
Research Network.
3. Session Temp Timed internet cookie
Contains information about the current site from which you access the DotMetrics research
network.
4. Unique User Identity internet cookie
Contains information about the current user (your unique ID, creation time, current tracking
mode and version)
5. Sit Id internet cookie
Indicates which site or what site category is in question.

If the User has accepted the use of cookies by the notice of the Site and subsequently
changed his mind, by changing the browser settings of the User's computer (deleting or
turning on the Do-not-track option) all the cookies will be deleted or disables from all of the
Internet sites collected so far, including the Site. It is also possible to install an opt-out cookie
from our Privacy Center.
A Secure Internet cookie to enable password and username storage is independent and
cannot monitor other User activities such as browsing other websites, etc., because the
processing of this information is not merged. Also, its acceptance is not necessary for the
proper functioning of the web portal and mobile application.
You can find more information about turning off storage and deleting cookies for various web
browsers and devices at the following links:
http://www.allaboutcookies.org/
http://www.youronlinechoices.eu/
Contact the Data Protection Officer:
Post: Fistnet Ltd
Alley Lipa 1b
10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
E-mail: dpo@dotmetrics.net

